Tailoring, Fintech, and Risk Culture:
The Talk of the (Community Banking) Town

Good morning and welcome. It’s always a pleasure to speak to the WIB. As I’m sure you know, the Federal Reserve has had a long relationship with the WIB and remains committed to supporting your priorities in providing education and training to bankers in the West.

Today I thought that I’d share a few issues that have been on my mind lately: a supervisory issue unique to smaller institutions, an emerging trend with the potential to impact banks of all sizes, and a concept that is highly relevant to banks’ success in managing risk.

As always, I should pause here to note that the views I express today are mine alone and do not necessarily reflect those of anyone else in the Federal Reserve System.

With that out of the way…

**Tailoring**

The first thing I want to address is how we at the Federal Reserve are working to tailor the requirements of Dodd-Frank and other laws and regulations to the risks and profiles of smaller banks.

Community banks are important. They’re the cornerstones of communities across the country and reach people who might otherwise wind up underbanked or even fully excluded from the system, particularly in rural areas. Because community banks know their customers and understand local economies, they’re often able to extend credit to those who might otherwise be denied. In short, community banks hold a unique position in our country. They also face unique challenges.

An obvious one is responding to new laws and regulations, and there has been a cascade of these following the financial crisis. It’s important to note that most of the new requirements have been
designed for large, complex, and interconnected institutions, with the goal of addressing the serious weaknesses that contributed to the crisis. That said, a number of those requirements have, or are perceived to have, trickled down unintentionally to smaller institutions, causing much uproar from community bankers.

We hear you. Clearly, a one-size-fits-all approach won’t work for supervision. We know that subjecting small banks to large bank supervision would threaten your ability to operate and put at risk the many benefits that community banks provide to customers and our economy. All the regulators, including the Fed, are deeply committed to reducing unnecessary and unintended burden on community banks.

At the national level, the banking agencies review regulations every 10 years under the Economic Growth and Regulatory Paperwork Reduction Act, which has the melodious acronym EGRPRA. The purpose of this review is to identify outdated, unnecessary, or unduly burdensome regulations and consider how to reduce regulatory burden while simultaneously ensuring the safety and soundness of individual banks and the financial system as a whole. The agencies conducted the most recent review through a series of six outreach meetings and four notices for public comment. I’m particularly pleased that the first outreach event was held in our district, in Los Angeles. There, we heard concrete and useful suggestions, including reducing the time it takes to process applications, raising the asset threshold for a longer exam cycle, streamlining examination processes, revisiting appraisal requirements, rethinking community bank capital requirements, and more. The agencies are now considering all of the comments, with a bias toward action, and will issue a final report to Congress that summarizes the key issues, reports on actions already taken, and identifies the need for regulatory or legislative changes.

However, we at the Fed are not waiting for the final report to take action. We strongly supported and promptly implemented two recent Congressional actions to right-size our supervisory rules. This included expanding the number of institutions covered by the Small Bank Holding Company Policy Statement, raising the asset threshold from $500 million to $1 billion and expanding coverage to an additional 700 bank and savings and loan holding companies. Importantly, this exempts them from consolidated regulatory capital requirements, which means a reduction in both the cost of capital and reporting requirements. Second, we quickly expanded
eligibility for an 18-month exam cycle to well capitalized and well managed banks with assets up to $1 billion. That benefitted an additional 600 banks nationwide.

The Fed understands that regulations need to keep pace with changes in the industry, but we’re also deliberate in how that’s done. Changes are on the horizon. It will take a bit of time to fully assess the comments we received and to be sure we’ve got it right. But please know that it’s a priority, and your voices are being heard at the national level.

In addition to these national efforts, we are taking steps in the San Francisco Reserve Bank to address the burden issues that you have raised. Take, for example, our exams. We work closely with our state colleagues to carefully monitor the number of examiners that we send to your institutions and calibrate our approach on a case-by-case basis. We don’t have one single program for every bank; instead we adjust our supervisory activities to the level of risk, to the size, and to the complexity of the organization. It’s obviously a waste of time and an undue burden to treat, say, a small community bank in the California Central Valley the same way we’d look at a regional institution with branches in many states.

Another example is stress-testing. We expect banks that have lending or funding concentrations to undertake scenario analyses to identify vulnerabilities – that’s just sound risk management. We don’t, however, hold smaller institutions to large bank stress test requirements. Smaller banks with less risky portfolios don’t have to buy complex models or build expensive internal programs if they aren’t necessary. Sometimes, simple spread sheets that capture sensitivity analyses to several scenarios are, as Goldilocks would say, “just right.” So if the bank is small or if it’s not that complex, if we’re comfortable that its risk level is low or its risk management is strong, we’re going to have a much lighter touch.

I know that we can do more to tailor supervisory expectations for community banks, and my message to you today is that this is a high priority at the Federal Reserve. It’s also an area where continued dialogue with you will help us make meaningful progress.

Fintech

The second topic on my mind is financial technology, or fintech, by which I mean new ways of providing financial services through technology. A broad discussion of fintech would encompass
lending platforms, payment processes, investment and savings, blockchain and digital currencies, and myriad other topics. My thoughts this morning are focused on fintech platforms that have the potential to transform financial services for consumers and small businesses.

There are points in history when invention fundamentally changes how industries function. We may be seeing one right now. Paul Volcker wasn’t flattering the financial services industry when he said in 2009 that the last great innovation in banking was the ATM, but he probably had a point. It’s been a while since we’ve seen a true game-changer, but fintech may be one.

As you all know, investment in fintech firms has grown quickly, as have the number of companies that have the potential to disrupt many aspects of traditional banking. The drivers of these developments are strong: the power and ubiquity of mobile devices, the ability to access and analyze big data in areas such as credit underwriting, and changes in consumers’ expectations and demands. In my view, these are structural and permanent changes.

More and more banks are collaborating with fintech companies, whether through acquisitions, investments, funding, or lending partnerships that range from loan originations to loan purchases to referral arrangements. In fact, WIB is offering different variants of these innovative partnership models. We don’t yet know which of the various partnership models will ultimately survive, and it’s probably foolish at this early stage to make any bets – a lot of people thought Betamax was going to win the videocassette wars. But no matter the eventual survivors in this space, fintech is likely to change banking. And everyone, from both the banking and regulatory perspectives, needs to be thinking about the implications of these changes.

There is great possibility. Fintech innovations have the potential to benefit both consumers and small businesses by expanding access to financial services of all types, reaching underserved customers, reducing transaction costs, providing greater transparency with simpler products and clear cost disclosures, providing greater convenience and efficiency, and enabling tighter controls over spending and budgeting. For smaller banks, they provide opportunities to return to areas like unsecured consumer lending and better reach underserved populations. They also could reduce transaction costs and allow banks to better meet changing consumer needs.

But there are also risks to banks. Fintech could be a disruptive force, creating competitive pressures in terms of speed, convenience, and price, and siphoning off customers, particularly in
small business lending. Also, fintech lending models raise an array of risk and policy questions. How will the models perform over a full credit cycle? How are BSA, information security, and customer privacy and data security managed, and by whom? And importantly, how is consumer protection ensured? It’s conceivable that innovative algorithms, unintentionally or not, could enable new forms of redlining or other unfair credit practices. Bankers and supervisors alike need to learn more about fintech and develop appropriate strategies to capitalize on its benefits and mitigate its risks.

For example, bankers need to consider which model of engagement makes the most strategic sense in light of their business model and risk management infrastructure. They need to be prepared to manage this outsourced relationship consistent with supervisory expectations. Timing must also be considered: early adoption carries the risk of committing to products and partners that may not survive, while waiting too long could mean losing customers and new business opportunities.

Supervisors need to find an appropriate balance of oversight. This is always challenging, but much more so in such a dynamic and fast-moving field that offers both great promise and high risk. For example, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency recently issued a white paper that aims to kick off discussions about how to regulate this fast growing sector.¹ As we develop relevant and appropriate supervisory policy, we have to consider which existing regulations or guidance may be ill-suited to capture this new set of risks. We also need to be aware that some regulation could snuff out innovation in ways that we as a society might regret.

For all of these reasons, the Federal Reserve is focused on fintech. We’re reviewing existing regulations and coordinating with other regulatory agencies. We have convened several high-level working groups that bring together the best thinking across the Fed, including economists, payments specialists, supervisors, and community development experts. We are also learning from supervisory agencies in other countries about how they are considering the issues and opportunities fintech presents. This topic is of particular importance to my Reserve Bank in San Francisco, given the number of fintech companies and partnering banks located in our District. I have created a small fintech team that regularly meets with innovators and with state member banks and holding companies that partner or are considering partnerships with them. This team
then shares their knowledge and expertise with our examiners and supervisory staff. Additionally, we are actively involved in the national policy discussions on fintech.

In short, the Federal Reserve understands the significance of fintech and is committed to getting this right—balancing the promise of innovation with the risks.

**Risk Culture**

Finally, I want to share some thoughts about risk culture. We’ve been discussing this issue in the Fed quite a bit in light of the significant compliance breakdowns at some of the largest, most complex financial institutions. But the importance of culture is not just a big bank issue. In fact, it’s not even specifically a financial services issue; every organization and group has a unique culture that influences how their people behave. In financial services, however, it’s particularly important because culture is a significant factor in executing a strong risk management framework.

You all know the tenets of a strong risk framework: articulating risk appetites, putting formal policies into place, establishing strong internal controls, and ensuring oversight by both senior management and boards of directors, to name a few. These form the foundation of risk **management**, but I think of risk **culture** as something different. I see risk culture in the encouraged—or, in some cases, tolerated—values of a firm, many of which are unstated. They’re the values that drive staffs’ behaviors, and they’re found in employees’ answers to questions like: What do we do when no one’s looking? How do we get ahead in this organization? Do management’s actions support their stated policies on risk?

Staff answer those questions by observing. They look at how their firms are managed deep within business lines. They watch what behaviors are ultimately rewarded. They see whether leaders “walk the talk.” And they see the results of others’ alignment or misalignment with stated policy. These observations are one driver of individual behaviors.

However, behavior is complex, and it is driven by many motivations, some of which are hard to identify. People generally are influenced by their environment, and their day-to-day experiences form the crux of their belief in an organization’s culture. People also are moved by incentives, monetary or otherwise. They’re affected by group dynamics and decision-making norms and
These aren’t traditional concepts of risk management, nor are they generally within the skillset or purview of most supervisors or bank executives to assess – yet they are important components to a strong risk culture, and inextricably linked to its success.

I have become quite interested in thinking about culture and behaviors as drivers of the effectiveness of a firm’s overall risk management framework. Increasingly, when I meet with boards of directors, I am framing our supervisory findings, especially repeat findings, in the context of some of these cultural questions and am asking the directors to do the same. Supervisors in other jurisdictions are going even further and assessing culture as part of their supervisory oversight. ²

A healthy culture starts at the top. It’s the job of the board, in conjunction with management, to articulate what culture they want for their institution and to take an active role in assessing whether they are achieving it—looking critically at all the explicit and implicit incentives that either support or work against this stated culture. But the tone at the top may not be enough. A recent Group of Thirty paper, Banking Conduct and Culture: A Call for Sustained and Comprehensive Reform, introduced a phrase that resonated with me: Echo from the bottom.³

“Echo from the bottom” means that all levels of the organization not only talk the talk, but walk the talk in their everyday actions. How are ethical breaches dealt with? How quickly and thoroughly were compliance lapses settled? Did management investigate whether it was a singular occurrence or part of a larger problem?

Boards should do more than just set the tone. They should lead by example and monitor the organization’s progress. In smaller community banks, walking the floors and hearing directly from employees, perhaps through meeting with staff at various levels in the company, may be the most effective way to assess culture. In larger banks, informal surveys can help, as can looking at turnover, complaints, and audits. But in all banks, the commitment to a general culture that is aligned with the specific risk management framework needs to be embedded at every level.

I know I’m not alone in thinking about this topic. It’s tough to pick up a banking newspaper or magazine without seeing some mention of the importance of risk culture. And the New York Fed has created an excellent web site that includes a wealth of information about governance and
culture reform.\textsuperscript{4} I believe that risk culture is a topic worth discussing more, given our shared goal of banks executing strong risk management programs.

**Conclusion**

So that’s what’s been on my mind lately. Some of the issues for the banking industry are straightforward, like our commitment to tailoring requirements for smaller banks. Others, such as fintech, are dynamic and have the potential to change aspects of banking as we know it. And others are in the nebulous realm of concepts like culture and require perhaps unorthodox approaches to secure tangible results. I believe that these topics are ripe for robust dialogue between bankers and supervisors, given our mutual interest in maintaining an environment in which community banks can thrive. I’m grateful to have an opportunity to talk with you today and to reiterate how much we value our relationship with banking organizations like the WIB.

Thank you.

**End Notes**
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